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Al Ittihad Al Ichtiraki Published: Daily Orientation: Socialist Union Party of Popular Forces Language: Arabic Director: Abdulhadi Khayrat Address: 33 Rue Al Amir Abdulkader - Casablanca Phone: '212 5 22 61 94 00 E-mail: ail@menara.ma Website: This article is a draft about the Moroccan written press.
You can share your knowledge by improving it (how?) according to the recommendations of the relevant projects. Al-Ittid al-Ichitraki (; born 1996) is an Arabic-language Moroccan-language newspaper published by the Socialist Union of Popular Forces. See also the press on Moroccan sources - William
A. Rugh, Arab mass media: newspapers, radio, and television in Arab politics, Westport, Praeger, 2004 (read online), p. 98 (registration required) - via Questia links the official foreign press website the Moroccan portal the document comes from . Look for articles of the same name on emancipation.
Liberation Pays Morocco Language French Periodicity Daily Gender General Information Price at number 4 DH Founding Date 1964[1] Publishing City Casablanca Editor Mohamed Benarbia Editorial Director Mohamed Benarbia[2] Website www.libe.ma edit Libération is a Moroccan news daily based in
Casablanca. This is the French-language newspaper of the Socialist Union of Popular Forces. Its Arabic-speaking counterpart is El Ettehad al-Ichitraki. See also related press articles in Morocco USFP external links (en) notes and official website references - Gyl Kraemer, French-speaking press in the
Mediterranean: Recapture and Vision, Maisonneuve and Larose, 2001, p.24 - Moroccan press portal this document comes from (journal_marocain)-oldid-17177795. These terms and conditions of sale apply to any product sold or any service provided by Kalpin. They are fully applicable to themselves for
any contract between Calpin and its customers in Morocco or abroad. The following terms and conditions govern all transactions in the Kalpin web catalog. Any order placed on this site requires the Client to accept these Terms unconditionally and irrevocably. The subject of the contract is a remote
contract aimed at defining the rights and obligations of the parties in connection with the sale of floodgate lab products, via the Internet, via the Moroccan platform www.LireKalpin.com. Services and trademarks registered by FloodGate Laboratory SARLAU Maroc Telecommerce Transaction Management
Services and a trademark registered by Maroc Telecommerce S.A. The social reason for the legal entity is the release of the service: Flood Gate Lab SARLAU, with a share capital of 100,000 dirhams, registered in the register of casablanca trading and companies under the number 250911, which has its
headquarters Ag. Bd. Jacob Mansour - Haj Jilali L. Offer DRC N 16 - Maarif - Casablanca Calpin service platform such as digital kiosk (kiosk) accessible at address / Provide your users to download electronic copies of various press headlines (daily, magazine publication, weekly or monthly) to view them
via their fixed or mobile devices such as iPhone, iPad, Android platform or computer from kiosk. The Kalpin service is open to all natural people. Minors can access the Calpin Service under the responsibility of their legal representatives and must obtain permission for their order. The publisher of the
Calpin platform reserves the right to make any useful checks and obtain written permission from a minor legal representative. Failure to justify such a license will not be respected by minor orders. It is necessary to access it: Internet access from an account on the Kalpin platform is free access to the
Calpin service. Electronic prints of press titles (daily, publishing magazine, weekly or monthly) are payable. The costs associated with connecting to the Calpin service and downloading electronic versions charged by ISPs or phone operators continue to be the exclusive responsibility of users in these
terms and conditions of sale and use, each of the terms, phrases or acronyms used below is understood by a large letter in the following definition: application: referencing the free Calpin app available in the Apple App Store, Google Play, as well as on the web via address and allowing access to Calpin's
content and services. CGVU: Refers to these general terms of sale and use of the Calpin platform. Account: Refers to user-created account with Kalpin platformfome. iTunes Account Store: Refers to the user's iTunes account. Google Wallet Account: Refers to the user's Google Wallet account. In these
Sales and general use, each of the terms, phrases or acronyms used below is understood by a large letter within the meaning of the following definition: application: refers to the free Calpin app available inside apple's App Store, Google Play, as well as on the web via address and allow access to Calpin's
content and services. CGVU: Refers to these general terms of sale and use of the Calpin platform. Account: Refers to user-created account with Kalpin platformfome. iTunes Account Store: Refers to the user's iTunes account. Google Wallet Account: Refers to the user's Google Wallet account. These
accounts must be valid and have an up-to-day payment method to purchase on the Kalpin Edition platform: refers to the digital version of a version of a daily or publishing magazine, weekly or monthly offered on the Calpin platform to the user. Booth: The platform available publicly developed by
Floodgate Labs and used to create titles available. Web Browser: Web browsers compatible with La Platefome Kalpin: Internet Explorer in its version larger than 8, Chrome in its version larger than 3, Safari in its version larger than 3, Firefox in its version larger than 3. Kalpin Services: Refers to services
administered by Floodgate Labs available from mobile apps and www.lirekalpin.com site providing user access to electronic kiosks allowing him to purchase and download copies in his terminal in order to consult. Terminal: Refers to terminals compatible with the Calpin platform. Titles: Newspapers and
magazines available on kiosks. User: Refers to a natural person who uses the Calpin platform. The purpose of this document is to determine the terms and conditions of sale and use of the Calpin forum plate. This definition of the rights and obligations of The Flood Gates Laboratory and users of kalpin
Platefome in connection with the use of Platefome Kalpin CGVUs in French is exclusively provided. On the CGUS is accessible from a general conditions hyperlink located at the bottom of each page of the website. The use of Kalpin Platefome requires full acceptance by the CGVU user. Floodgate Labs
reserves the option to change the Calpin platform and CGVU content at any time. Access and use of the Calpin page assumes that Previously read and accepted these Terms of Use without reservation before registration by any of the means described below. In order to create an account and take
advantage of Platefome Kalpin, site www.lirekalpin.com, the user must register on the site with one of the following means: or by filling out the registration form available online on the Platefome Kalpin website. The user, during the process of registering and creating their account, will receive an email, at
the email address he has already communicated, in order to activate his account. Or by transferring to floodgate lab your account data on a third-party social network has been notified through authorized applications from that social network (such as Facebook, Linkedin...). In such a case, the user is
solely responsible for transferring the data he creates to Kalpin Platefome to create his account, and he recognizes that he or she allows Calpin to use this data for the purposes of creating and running the account. In any case, and regardless of the means by which the user registers with the Calpin
platform, the user ensures that the information he or she provides is, directly or not, accurate, up-to-date and complete about their identity and contact information. In particular, it is committed to ensuring that it keeps the email address provided as part of the registration for the Kalpin platform, that it is
valid and that it is regularly consulted. The user is also committed to updating the information provided in their account, as soon as one of them changes, in order to maintain the accuracy of the information. The User recognizes that Floodgate Labs reserves the right to suspend or remove access to the
Service, as long as the user does not comply with these registration terms, and especially if the data is incorrect or imaginary, incorrect, incomplete or unanned. Under no circumstances will Floodgate Laboratories be responsible for any errors, deletions or insintruformations in the information provided by
the user. User login and user password that allows them access to the account and its data is strictly confidential and personal. The user is solely responsible for the use that can be made from their account. It is committed to immediately notifying Platefome Calpin of any use it is not permitted and of any
violations Privacy or security of your credentials, by email to the following email address: support@lirekalpin.com To access the Kalpin platform of its terminal, the user must either download and install the Kalpin app in their terminal or access the service from the following address: . The app is free,
however, it is known that the communication and download costs charged by the user's phone operator or internet service provider remain the responsibility of the user. To download and install the app on their device, the user is invited to visit: Apple's App Store if their terminal is an iPod Touch, iPhone or
Google Play iPad if their terminal is an Android tablet or smartphone at the following address if the user wants to access the kiosk from a web browser. Kalpin Platefome is available uninterruptedly, subject to divergences associated with the availability of the Internet network. The user is more informed
that Kalpin Platefome may not be temporarily available for maintenance or repair. To purchase an Edition on the Kalpin platform from the App or from the site, the user must follow the steps below: Step 1: If the user uses the terminal: open the app in your terminal; Step 2: Select your chosen version of the
press headlines and magazines presented to it (front advice and summary versions are free), step 3: Click the purchase button located on the right side of the version he wants to buy, step 4: a window appears that Allows the user to verify their purchase object and the price of all taxes included for their
purchase, step 5: Choose the payment method and click Continue the user must enter the password of their respective account definitively validate and pay for their purchase. Confirmation of purchase is sent by email to the user within days of purchase. Customer credit card details are required to secure
purchases. To pay for the purchase by bank card, the customer chooses the payment tool among those that can be provided by the Kalpin platform (Visa, MasterCard...). Confirmation of purchase is sent by email to the user within days of work The customer certifies to Floodgate Labs that they have any
permission to use the payment method of cards when purchasing the service. Payment is made securely through the use of the Maroc Telecommerce service, which plays a role in transporting customer card references to the customer's bank. Marouk Telecoms is a transaction management services
company and a trademark registered by Maroc Telecommerce SA. Marouk Telecom guarantees the authenticity and validity of the bank card until the customer has taken any steps to cancel his card and has not objected to it. Floodgate Labs does not have access to customer credit card data and does
not have the ability to archive relevant references. In case of fraudulent use of the client's card, the client must contact his bank immediately and file a complaint with the judicial authorities. He must also ensure that the contract with his bank provides insurance for the fraudulent use of his card. Step 6:
When the purchase is complete, if the user has used an app: Downloading the purchased version will start automatically. The user can also purchase multiple versions at the same time. While versions are being downloaded, it can start playing versions that have already been downloaded. If the user has
used www.lirekalpin.com site: Once the purchase is complete, the purchased version can be accessed directly provided that the client has an Internet connection that is still active. NB: It is the user's responsibility to ensure that they have a stable network connection that is powerful enough to ensure
optimal use of the Kalpin app or website. Any downloads or consultations may be disconnected on time if the network connection is lost. In this case, it will only be the user's responsibility to resume the current download before losing the connection. Users can view copies they purchased on the Calpin
platform by clicking on the Library button available on the mobile app's home screen or kiosk home screen in its web version. A copy remains searchable in the terminal until the user downloads it from the library of their terminal, or on website. The price of the versions is shown, in DH, all taxes included in
the mobile app and on the . Cost Connect to the Kalpin platform, and download the version remains the user's unique responsibility. The overall structure of the Calpin Forum plate and all content that is broadcast there (including copies, images, articles, photographs, images, distinctive marks, logos,
signs, videos, interviews, sounds and texts), are protected by Morocco's applicable law on intellectual property, including copyright, neighboring rights, trademark law, image law, and international law. Only the use of the Calpin platform is permitted for personal and non-commercial advice, with the
exception of any operation practice. The user is not authorized to represent, reproduce, change, broadcast or commercially use the various elements of the Kalpin page outside the terms provided at the CGVU. GGUs does not result in the transfer of any intellectual property rights to the user, including
when purchasing copies at a cost. All copyrights are reserved, including texts, downloadable documents, iconography and photographic representations. In this way, in the absence of permission to express floodgate laboratories, the operation of the contents of the Calpin forum plate, and in particular the
reproduction, representation, modification or conformity in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited. For any questions relating to a download or purchase issue, the user will be asked to send an email to the following email address: support@lirekalpin.com. 13.1. Flood Gate Labs is committed to collecting and
processing personal data within the Kalpin Platefome in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act 09/08. The information entered by user Kalpin Platefome is the subject of computer processing by Floodgate Labs in order (i) to the user with the Calpin platform and (ii) to send a newsletter to him
after an earlier expression and agreement on his behalf. 13.2. Floodgate Labs also use cookies and web tags as part of the Kalpin Platefome supply. Cookies are files that are sent to the browser and stored on the computer's hard drive. Cookies used by Floodgate Labs record computer navigation
information on the website (pages viewed, date and time of consultation, etc.), which the website will be able to read during subsequent visits. Cookies used by Flood Gate Lab make it easier to browse websites It displays the information entered by using an account when they last log in. These cookies
also allow Floodgate Labs to conduct statistical studies of the use of their website (number of assignments, connection time,...) and measure website . The use of cookies is very common on the Internet. However, it is possible to object to the insertion of the computer's browser preferences by setting up
preferences so that they do not accept cookies. Information collected on the www.lirekalpin.com processed to inform and promote our services and partners. However, if the user disables cookies, they may no longer be able to (i) access certain parts of the website or (ii) use all or part of the Kalpin
Platefome. 13.3. In accordance with 09/08, the user of Kalpin Platefome has the right to access, change and correct the data related to him. To exercise these rights, the user of the Calpin page is invited to send a letter to the following address: support@lirekalpin.com contact@floodgatelabs.com flood
gate labs do their best to provide users with available Calpin platform tools. Floodgate Labs cannot be held responsible for the speed of access to the Calpin service, access to calpin forum plate data to download or even suspend or make access temporary in particular. The user is solely responsible for
their technical equipment, and its compatibility with the Calpin platform. It should prevent the intrusion or possible viruses by the usual (firewall, anti-virus, ...) that is not responsible for floodgate laboratories. Floodgate Laboratories cannot be held responsible if the contents of newspapers and magazines,
as well as any hyperlinks to other sites, violate the rights of third parties and, more generally, enforce legal or regulatory regulations. Unless there is evidence to the contrary, the data recorded by the Calpin platform is proof of all transactions between the Calpin platform and its user. Flood Gate Lab offers
the right to change the terms of use of Kalpin Platefome and/or. A possible termination of the Calpin platform will be announced to users by email. Any change and/or termination of the Kalpin page or offers under the aforementioned conditions cannot be liability for the incurs Gate lab in any capacity.
These are subject to Moroccan rights. Any disputes that the parties could not amicable resolve would be within the jurisdiction of the Casablanca Commercial Court. Casablanca.
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